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The Seven Ages

PART A: Answers

(The answers below are not written in complete sentences. They contain the Key Words and Phrases 

or their equivalents that your Answers should include)

1. Human life with its similarity to a play  (life resembles art). Man is like an actor, whose roles are 

already fixed. He plays these stereotype roles decided in advance. There seems to be no genuine 

achievement in life. 

2. Helpless baby, reluctant schoolboy, slightly silly  lover, ridiculous soldier, pompous judge, senile 

old man - and the dead body. Shakespeare seems to be making fun of human life and its 

paltriness.

3. Roles:

• Baby - carried by the nurse, crying, dribbling spit - not an attractive picture.

• School boy - groaning, making excuses, slowly  dragging his feet to school - not a very 

promising picture of education.

• Lover - unrequited unhappy love, no depth in his verse - praising eyebrow

• Soldier - loud, drunken, quarrelsome - vain rather than brave, glorifying himself rather 

than fighting for his country

• Judge - trying to look serious and dignified, repeating wise sayings - but only looking fat 

and hypocritical

• Old man - no dignity or respect in old age, weakness seems to convert him into a clown, a 

helpless childish senile old man

• Absolute nothingness in death - no senses or awareness - culminating point of all life’s 

futility.

4. Poet describes life of man as ‘strange’ as in monstrous. ‘Eventful’ means full of adventure. But 

here, poet is ironical - it is only futile activity, meaningless while it lasts and ending in ‘mere 

oblivion’ or unimportant nothingness. 

5. The world view expressed in this poem is pessimistic rather than optimistic. But this does not 

necessarily reflect the poet’s own belief. It is a philosophical perspective, often found in 

Renaissance literature - it is one way of looking at reality. Life has no meaning, human beings 



are actors playing out petty roles with no depth or romance or fulfillment at any stage of life.  It 

should be taken in the wider context of the play.


